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Product-service systems (PSS) are business models that provide for cohesive
delivery of products and services. PSS models are emerging as a means to
enable collaborative consumption of both products and services

In product-service systems, the main challenge is that the services provided
by the product can be updated frequently, so that new services, as well as
trainings have to be offered in a very efficient way.

CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES
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Therefore, such an offering requires a powerful computing infrastructure
which would ensure a comfortable usage of services, e.g.minimizing the delay
in the case of requesting the service by a lot of users. Consequently, it implies
a trade off between the efficiency and the price of the service.

Main objective is the performance measurement and scalability test of new
cognition-driven maintenance of product-service systems that is able to detect
issues/anomalies in the operation as soon as they appear (and before a
problem arises)

CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES
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We are developing a new service for the management of product-service
systems which is based on offering various types of services for particular
users and users groups.

There are several types of customers:

- Machine vendors

- Maintenance service companies

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
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EXPERIMENT SET UP
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Grid5000 (Inria) One 
node

120GB RAM, Xeon CPU, 64 GB Hard 
disk
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Automatization and preparation
In order to start testing we Dockerized our PRODUCTION system for
easier deployment.
The whole system is around 15Gb of data, which we copied to the
server using SCP Linux command (on Ubuntu 18 regular SSH transfer
which jTest offers did not work!) connecting from Grid’5000 to our
server. After installing needed packages (Docker, Docker-compose,
cURL, etc.), and some minor issues which we fixed pretty easily, we
started all containers and tested connection and functionality (image
below).

EXPERIMENT SET UP
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JFed is a Java-based framework for testbed federation, it provides GUI and CLI to 
allow end-users to provision and manage experiments.
We’ve reserved Grid5000 resource, installed docker, postgres and so on and after 
that we deployed our app.

Experiment description
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Tests concluded with sending the requests at the same time. 
When we say 6000 users, we mean that 6000 users are active at 
the same time (which means total users using app actively is 
much larger).

MEASUREMENTS
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Project result

6000 users (requests at the same time)
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Project result

12000 users (requests at the same time)
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As a result of these tests, we can freely state that our system can 
support at least 5000 users who are active every day at the same 
time. 
And for further expansion we will plan ahead with this information 
to multiply instances of our service with Kubernetes probably.

LESSONS LEARNED
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Main finding is that the number of users who can use the system in a convenient way
depends on the capacity of the infrastructure in a non-linear manner - we have
obtained some important conclusion for the current projection of the number of users
(max 20 000 users).

Moreover, there is another important conclusion from the business point of view:
most critical feature for the user is “care”, i.e. their feeling that the service is tailored
to their needs. This has inspired us for the design of a new customer service which will
provide a fast response on customer need (based on fast thinking), even before having
a precise answer on the issue at hand. Indeed, we see the we see as future of the
customer care and we call it CARE++

ON BUSINESS
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- Added value regarding checking the technical feasibility of the system

Main value is in the possibility to perform various tests for exploring the
limitation/constraints in the current offering of the cognition-driven maintenance for
product-service systems. Besides very important findings regarding the performance,
like the limitation of the number of users for a selected infrastructure (size), we have
found also an interesting conclusion about the nature of the customer support which
should be provided in order to keep the user satisfied.

ON BUSINESS
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- Added value for the further development of the system

We obtained a deep understanding of the real performances of some of the parts of
the cognition-driven maintenance process.

- Added value for the further business modelling

Influencing the business decisions about the further commercialisation, especially from
the point of view of some non-functional requirement

ON BUSINESS
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Feedback
JFed yes Installation and usage were standard, we had some issues with some random given disk images, 

after which we focused on Ubuntu 18 only – and that worked perfect for us (as we have our 
system on the same image).

Issues we had was with transferring files which worked on Debian system, but not on Ubuntu, for 
unexpected reasons (we sent auto generated reports with this error). But on Debian we had 

issues installing Docker-Compose, so we focused on CLI and Ubuntu 18. 

Another issue was having only 24 hours for experiment, in real time that was 8 hours (working 
hours), we tried creating a disk image from withing Grid’5000 server, but transferring files lasted 

more than the actual copying (SCP) and deploying.
JFed
command
Line (CLI)

yes Using CLI was a positive thing in our experience. We needed a few packages to install, SSH, 
SCP to transfer files from our servers to Grid’5000 (database, Keycloak data etc.) and reverse 

port forwarding to enable sending data from our servers (local machine) to Grid’5000.
JMeter yes Pretty straight forward, small manageable issues which were expected. Problems we experienced

were about methods to fetch a video, which needed to be buffered and we always got memory
exceptions (Heap), so we could not test that part very well.

Docker yes We used Docker and Docker compose to ease the deployment and setup of our services on 
Grid’5000.

Small issues with root user for Postgres certificates (.pem file).
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Feedback
We expected to test our application in a few days, but there is no option to reserve a node for more than 
24h, except that everything was fine.

Since our machine lasted only 24 hours, we knew everything was deleted from it (or we hope so).

Besides that, we had Vault for all our passwords withing our deployment, so we did not bat an eye on this 
issue (also we used beta version of Postgres DB and Keycloak as Auth2.0).

Our system is Dockerized, so we only used docker and docker-compose which got all images and created 
containers for db, keycloak, filebeat, java etc. 

Copying files took some time (15Gb).

Reverse port forwarding was hard to figure out at first, but when we found the command, it was straight 
forward.
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Feedback - missing
A variety of testing software would be a delight. In CLI usage of course! To be added
when starting the machine (or selecting testbed).

Getting a machine for more than 24 hours would definitely make testing and
deployment way faster and easier.

Getting our own disk image would be a perfect option for deployment, setting up whole
server into .img file and just transferring and unpacking it onto testbed.

Ability to pick what do we need with the machine, e.g., when we are getting a machine,
we can check that we want Docker or Kubernetes within that server, so creating one
will start a script which will install all those needed packages and tools.
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Feedback
In order to run JMeter tests the easier way (with GUI from our computer) we did 
reverse port forwarding from Grid’5000 machine to our own:

ssh -R 13443:localhost:13443 –R 9080:localhost:9080 {username@ourip.com} -p {internal_port}

Testing services in containers

mailto:%7busername@ourip.com
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Conclusion

• Experimentation done as planned

• Effective support from Grid5000

• Feedback is very positive with a short wishing list

• Important value for the further business design
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Feedback
JMeter, a testing tool from Apache used to analyze and measure the 

performance of applications, different software services and products. 
Open-source software entirely written in Java, used to test both web and FTP 
applications as long as the system supports a Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

The thread group is part of the Test Plan where the user is able to determine how 
many requests will be sent.
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Feedback
HTTP Header Manager is part of the Thread Group and it is used in order to set 
Authorization. In our case we have a token which must be provided when the 
request is sent (acquired from our Keycloak on Grid’5000 server).
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Feedback

HTTP Request Defaults is also a part of the Thread Group ZonaZdravlja and it is 
used to set parameters that are common to each request. Instead of setting 
parameters for each request, we set parameters and use them for each request


